Interactive Lesson Plan
Season:

Spring 2015

U12

Age Group:

Week:

7

Topic: Passing from wide areas - Passing and Crossing from the Flanks
Objective: Improve the ability of #2, #3, #7, #11 to pass and cross from wide areas
Stage

Stage 1
Technical
Warm-up

Organization
Crossing Patterns: (15 minutes)
In a 45Wx30L yard grid.
Player dribbles down a sideline and serve the ball into the box
Player in the middle times run and finishes cross. Crosses can be on the
ground or through the air.
Different sides of the field go at the same time.
Variation: add GK

Diagram

Click to insert session diagram

• Play 6 rounds of 2 minutes each with a 30 second break in between
rounds. Rotate middle and flank players each round.

3v3 to Goal: (18 minutes)
In a 45Wx30L yard grid and a 7 yard wide channel down each
sideline, play 3v3 to goal. If a goal is scored after the ball has
been played wide into a channel then served back in front of the
Stage 2
Small Sided attacking goal, it is worth 50 points. All other goals are worth 1
point. First team to 101 points wins.
Activity

Click to insert session diagram

• Play 3 rounds of 5 minutes each with a 1.5 minute break in
between rounds
5v5 to goal: (20 minutes)
In a 45Wx60L yard grid and a 7 yard wide channel down each sideline,
play 5v5 to goal. If a goal is scored after the ball has been played wide
into a channel then served back in front of the attacking goal, it is
Stage 3
Expanded worth 10 points.
Small Sided Any goal scored from an aerial ball is worth 50
Any goal scored from a wide serve (either through the air or on the
Activity
ground) and finished with one touch is worth 100.
• Play 2 rounds of 9 minutes each with a 2 minute break in between
rounds

Click to insert session diagram

7v7: (30 minutes)

Stage 4
• On a 40Wx70L field the Red team (Target Team) will play a 1-2-3-1 and the White team will play 1-1-3-2
Conditioned
• Coach your team to emphasize getting the ball wide
Game

U12/U14: Guided Questions
Coach (C) - What part of the ball should you strike to get it into
the air?
Player (P) - The bottom half.
C - What should you do before you make a pass?
P - Call the person’s name that I am passing to, make eye contact
with that player, make sure the ball is out in front of me & watch
the ball off my foot.
C - Where should your hips be facing when you are about to
serve the ball?
P - Toward the middle of the field.
C - What should you do before receiving a pass?
P - Make eye contact with the passer, get in line with the ball &
watch it all the way on to your foot.

C - When should you try to get the ball wide?
P - When the middle is too crowded, I can
play it wide.
C - When can you play the ball from wide
areas on the ground?
P - When I can play the ball behind the
defense with an early serve, or when there is
no one between me and my teammate.
C - What should you do if your teammates
are not ready for your service into the box?
P - I should find another teammate who is
closer and keep possession.
C - What should you do after you cross a ball
into the box?
P - Immediately move into a better position
so I can help possess the ball in the attacking
part of the field.

Reinforce techniques associated with
passing and crossing.

• Play 2 rounds of 13 minutes each with a 4 minute break in between rounds
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